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The Encarta Dictionary of North America defines
the word “feat” as a remarkable act or achievement
involving skill and determination. When describing
the plumbing renovations conducted in the east and
west towers of Hyatt Regency Chicago, a feat is the
word that best describes this project.

Water... We Heat, Treat and Move It... Learn How...
INTRODUCING THE EASIEST WAY TO SATISFY YOUR
CONTINUING EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS DURING 2011.

THIS NEW HOUSE! CUTTING-EDGE GREEN AND
EFFICIENT TECHNOLOGIES FOR RESIDENTIAL
HOMES - 5 PDHs
Dates Available: 6/1
9AM - 2PM
10/19 9AM - 2PM

2011

ENERGY-SAVING STRATEGIES FOR COMMERCIAL
PUMPING APPLICATIONS - 4 CEUs, 4 PDHs
Dates Available: 6/15
9AM - 2PM
8/17
9AM - 2PM

HIGH EFFICIENCY SOLUTIONS FOR HOT
WATER HEATING - 4 PDHs
Dates Available: 7/13
9AM - 1PM
9/14
9AM - 1PM

ENERGY-SAVING ADVANCES IN PUMP AND
CONTROL STATION TECHNOLOGY - 4 CEUs, 4 PDHs
Dates Available: 7/27
9AM - 1PM
9/21
9AM - 1PM

RETROFIT YOUR EXISTING PUMP AND CONTROL SYSTEM
- 4 CEUs, 4 PDHs
Dates Available: 8/3
9AM - 1PM
9/28
9AM - 1PM

SUBMERSIBLE PUMP REPAIR 101
- 4.5 CEUs
Dates Available: 6/8
9AM - 1PM
7/6
9AM - 1PM
10/5
9AM - 1PM

NEVER ANY COST AND LUNCH ALWAYS SERVED!
Learn More at www.MetropolitanSeminars.com or call Joe Sanchez at 815-886-9200 ext. 260

Hyatt Regency Chicago is the largest hotel in
Chicago and the largest Hyatt in the world. It is
situated just off the world famous Magnificent
Mile and within walking distance of the city’s most
exciting shopping, dining and nightlife. Amenities
include 228,000 square feet of flexible functional
meeting space that includes four ballrooms, 63
meeting rooms and a 70,000 square foot exhibit floor.
The hotel recently completed a massive $90 million
renovation that focused on both the west and east
towers. Renovations included redesigning the water
supply system, re-piping 40 levels of each building
and modernizing 2,019 rooms, while reducing
consumption demands on water and electricity. The
significance of the work lies with the speed in which
it was accomplished. Both tower renovations began
in the fourth quarter of 2010 and were completed by
the end of the first quarter of 2011. Again, feats only
accomplished by skill and determination.
Continued on next page

Hyatt Regency Chicago recently completed a massive $90 million renovation focused on
redesigning the water supply system, re-piping 40 levels of each building and modernizing
2,019 rooms, while reducing consumption demands on water and electricity.
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Hyatt Regency Chicago Reduces
Continued
Water & Energy Demands from
front
East Tower
The east tower of Hyatt Regency Chicago sits across the street from the
west tower and was the second phase of a two-phase project. The west
tower was completed in 2010.
The 36-year-old existing water system in the east tower never worked
efficiently according to Dennis Sartain, project executive and vice
president of Abbott Industries, headquartered in Bensenville, IL. Sartain
oversaw the project from design throughout construction and was a
main factor in its 12-week completion.
“There were many deficiencies in the existing system that reduced the
efficiency of the building,” said Sartain.

Those deficiencies included unequal hot and cold water to room
fixtures and waiting for hot water to arrive to a fixture, which was related
to the original zone design that had three zones spread over 40 floors,
requiring a reconfiguration of three zones.
According to Sartain, the problem was the mid-zone because its water
supply pressures (Hot and Cold) could not stay balanced. The hot and
cold water pressure reducing valves were located at opposite ends of the
supply risers and had a significant pressure differential between the hot
and cold supply pressure to that zone.
To understand the magnitude of the situation one needs to look at
the numbers. There are over 1,053 rooms spread over 31 floors in the
east tower. Assuming that each room has three fixtures, that would be
a minimum of 3,159 fixtures not including the ballrooms, kitchens,
service areas, etc. Water consumption is an enormous budget line item
for a hotel this large and prestigious. When each hotel guest lets the tap
run for only a few minutes waiting for hot water to arrive, the hotel will
spend substantial dollars on wasted water and energy.

“This is a large air gap system,” says Mike Tierney, national sales
manager who oversaw design and production of this project. “We
are always asked if we can build large air-gap systems and this is
evidence that we can,” he said. According to Tierney, air-gap systems
typically range anywhere from 100-200 gallons per minute. This
system is triple that capacity at 580 gallons per minute.

Shipment of the large system occurred in the early second quarter
of 2011. Metropolitan was pleased to be part of such an important
environmental project. For more information about air-gap break
tank systems, please contact Mike Tierney at 815-886-9200 ext 234.
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Other features of the system include a U.L. listed control panel with
intuitive operator interface and touch screen control. Metropolitan
Industries is one of the few pump system manufacturers with a U.L.
control panel shop in-house. This capability reduces costs while
increasing quality.
Prior to shipping, Metropolitan verified the system in their
test lab to ensure precise operation in the field. With the
added value of system testing, the contractor simply had to
make their connections, which dramatically reduced their
startup time.

Enormous Challenge
This project was a total renovation of an existing building’s domestic
water pump system, PRV stations and express risers, local risers and
branch piping, without impacting the guests’ comfort. Typically this
is a task that teeters on the impossible, but with an intricate plan, the
impossible was realized.
So how does one re-pipe 40 levels of building, replace a domestic water
pump system and PRV stations without ever terminating existing water
service and without inconveniencing hotel guests?
Sartain had a plan that was clever and unique. While looking at
the original drawings for the Hyatt’s east tower he noticed an existing
garbage chute that was not being utilized. After further investigation he
realized that he could use the abandoned chute to run his express risers,
eliminating the need to tear the hotel apart. Once the plan was formed,
officials at Hyatt Regency Chicago agreed to move forward on the total
renovation, knowing the inconvenience would be minimal.
“This was a once in a lifetime opportunity to fix a problem once and
for all that has plagued the property for 36 years,” said Sartain.
The building is divided into three zones to stabilize pressure. At
each zone, pressure reducing valve stations maintain each of the
zone’s pressure requirements and the two 119-gallon bladder tanks
installed in the top floor mechanical room help to sustain constant
pressure to all zone’s regardless of building flow demands.
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So while work was being done on the west tower, the plan for the
east tower was formulated. The day the west tower was completed, work
seamlessly began on the east tower. Working together with Metropolitan
Industries of Romeoville who served as the equipment supplier; Tom

The system has a large system capacity of 580 gallons a
minute, and includes a U.L. listed control panel with
intuitive operator interface and touch screen operation.
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Air-gap System critical
component at Nuke Facility
Write In 102

The Hanford Site is now the focus of cleanup efforts which is
the mission of Prime Contractor CH2M HILL Plateau Remediation
Company. They are tasked with cleaning up waste sites and
treating contaminated groundwater to ensure a healthy future
for the Columbia River. To accomplish this goal, CH2M HILL is
currently working on groundwater treatment
and remediation efforts under way
through Hanford’s “100” area and
“Central Plateau”, which includes
a total of 11 groundwater operable
units.

Metropolitan Industries supplied a large air-gap break
tank system that isolates processes from the source water
feed for the Hanford Site near Richland, Washington.
The Manhattan Project was the effort, led
by the United States with participation from the
United Kingdom and Canada, which resulted in
the development of the first atomic bomb during World War II,
according to the U.S. Department of Energy.
The Hanford Site near Richland, Washington, was one of the
main locations for the project due to its isolation and its proximity
to the Columbia River, which could supply sufficient water to cool
the nuclear reactors that produced plutonium during World War
II.
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The task of this project is
enormous with on-going efforts to
remediate 39 waste sites and more
than 250,000 tons of soil left behind
by operations on the Hanford Site;
installing 327 wells across the
site that will extract, monitor,
and remediate contaminated
groundwater; and treating 625
million gallons of contaminated
groundwater to slow further migration
toward the Columbia River.
Metropolitan Industries, Inc. participated in the
remediation process by supplying a large air-gap break tank
system that isolates processes from the source water feed for the
“200 W Pump & Treat” facility at Hanford.
Working together with Project Engineer CH2M Hill - located in
Englewood, Co., University Mechanical Contractors - located in
Mukilteo, Wa. - and Metropolitan Representative PumpTech, Inc
- located in Moses Lake, Wa. - Metropolitan Industries supplied
a custom-designed triplex, pressure booster system with air gap
protection for the potable water supply, a 2,100 gallon tank with a
system capacity rated for 580 gallons per minute.

Operators can change set points, view
real-time operating conditions, view
integrated help screens and view
alarms using its color touch screen
interface.

Feilen, senior director of engineering
for Hyatt Regency Chicago; Electrical
Contractor Steve Wierema of
Continental Electric; and Scott Stalcup
of Babco Construction, Sartain and
his team, which included Eric Evans,
project manager, Terry Davis, project
superintendent, implemented the plan.
Domestic Water Pump System
While the express risers were being
installed through access hatches
located on various floors of the
building, the domestic water pump
system was addressed.

The new booster system is controlled with Metropolitan’s
patented variable speed controller known as the Metro-Tech II.
The Metro-Tech II integrates all pump operation and displays
information on its color user interface.

The new triplex booster system,
variable speed control system and the
pressure reducing zone valves were
all supplied by Metropolitan Industries and replaced the 36-year-old
original constant speed system that had been field modified with Variable
frequency drives but used out-dated technology.

The new variable-speed, triplex domestic water booster system
consisted of three 50-HP vertical multistaged pumps, each rated 300 gallons a
minute (GPM) at 428’ of total dynamic
head and a system pressure of 200 PSI
with a total system capacity of 900
GPM. The new booster system uses
1/3 less power than the constant speed
system saving the building owners
money on energy costs while reducing
maintenance costs. Two 119-gallon
bladder tanks were installed as well in
the top floor mechanical room for low
flow shut-down and stabilization of
building pressure.
The new booster system is controlled
with Metropolitan’s patented variable
speed controller known as the MetroTech II. The Metro-Tech II integrates
all pump operation and displays
information on its color user interface.

The building is divided into three
zones to stabilize pressure. There
is a commercial level zone, a mid
level zone and high level zone. At
each zone, pressure reducing valve
stations maintain each of the zone’s
pressure requirements and the two
119-gallon bladder tanks installed in
the top floor mechanical room help to
sustain constant pressure to all zone’s
regardless of building flow demands.

Using bladder tanks at the top of
the express riser stores pressure so the
system can shut off during low flow periods. As flow is consumed the
pump system will activate and supply water to the building at the desired
pressure. Once the demand for water is reduced to a low flow period, the
system will shut off once again. Significant energy savings is realized
during low flow periods when using
variable speed drives and bladder
tanks in combination.

The new variable-speed, triplex domestic water booster system
consisted of three 50-HP vertical multi-staged pumps, each
rated 300 gallons a minute (GPM) at 428’ of total dynamic
head and a system pressure of 200 PSI with a total system
capacity of 900 GPM.

Water Savings Astounding
With the installation of new
plumbing risers, properly designed
PRV stations, the new variable speed
domestic booster system and water
efficient fixtures, Hyatt Regency
Chicago has seen a reduction in
2010’s water consumption of 16.5
%, a savings of 17 million gallons of
water when compared to 2009. Once
the east tower comes fully online with
the already renovated west tower in
first quarter 2011, the water savings
could double. All this corresponds to
electrical savings as well.
Write In 100
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Solar System Reduces
School’s Demand on Natural Gas
Write In 101

St. Francis High School is near completion of 19,500 sq. ft., twostory “Green” addition that will incorporate a solar thermal domestic
water heating system reducing the school’s demand on natural gas
while shrinking its energy footprint.
St. Francis High School is a college-preparatory, co-educational
Catholic high school located in Wheaton, IL. St. Francis High School,
is part of the teaching mission of the Roman Catholic Church and,
according to its website, strives to promote spiritual, academic and
social excellence in students by helping them grow as lifelong
learners, effective communicators and healthy, responsible citizens.
In June 2010, St. Francis High School broke ground to construct
the new 19,500 sq. ft. two-story wing that will include six laboratory/
classrooms, science prep rooms, a greenhouse, and a new Learning
Resource Center. The project, known as “dream to create the future,”
drew its inspiration from the passing of the beloved Mrs. Mary Feltes,
the St. Francis Evergreen Club moderator and Science Department
Chairperson. It was the school’s desire to keep her environmentallyconscious work alive by incorporating a green, energy-efficient design
that includes a new solar thermal domestic water heating system.

Pictured is the skid-mounted solar thermal system
and the natural gas water heating system side by side.

The use of solar technology is an efficient solution to combat the
high costs of heating domestic water for everyday use and/or radiant
floor heating. According to the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE),
heating a residential home accounts for about 56 percent of a utility
bill making it the largest expense for most homes. Water heating is
the third largest energy expense and can account for about 14-25
percent of the utility bill.
The advantages of using solar power for domestic hot water are
significant given the cost of energy, its continued rise and its limited
supply. The DOE says a solar powered system can provide up to 80
percent of the heating needs required for a home or commercial
property at zero cost to the consumer after initial equipment and
installation costs. Since solar energy is free, a system will pay back
the purchaser over time in energy savings and will continue to pay
dividends in energy savings and consumption for years to come.
Mechanical, Electrical, and Plumbing Engineer Todd Cooper with
CS2 Design Group, LLC of Elk Grove, Ill., chose solar equipment
supplier and system manufacturer Metropolitan Industries, Inc. of
Romeoville, Ill., after attending one of their many solar and green

energy seminars held at their facility. Metropolitan Industries built
what is known as Metro-Green, an 800 sq. ft. energy and water
independent working facility that demonstrates the latest advances
in solar, wind and water harvesting and is open to the community
and business leaders to learn more about green energy technology.
The Domestic Hot Water Load for the building consisted of eight
public restrooms, three workroom sinks, two janitor sinks, 40 science
lab and prep room sinks, four fume hoods that use cold and hot water
and one residential under counter dishwasher for approximately 775
students.
Metropolitan Industries estimated that the total gallons per day of
hot water would only be approximately 90 gallons. This usage was
sized for peak demand when school is in session. During the summer
months, hot water demand is reduced significantly, so Metropolitan
recommended a heat rejection system that protects the system during
low demand periods. The system was sized to handle the peak demand
during winter months when less solar energy is available. The excess
solar energy available in the summer corresponds to the lowest demand.
This excess heat generated is rejected through a packaged unit.

Pictured is the backside of the skid-mounted solar thermal system
containing an enclosed Heat Rejection System inside a traffic control box.

Metropolitan
Industries
supplied a skid mounted prepiped and wired solar thermal/
natural gas domestic water heating
system. The skid-mounted solar thermal
system consisted of (3) Viessmann Vitosol 200-F SV1 Solar Thermal
Collectors, a custom designed mounting system for the collectors
and an enclosed Heat Rejection System. For the Natural Gas Water
Heating System, (2) Navien 98% Efficient Tankless Water Heaters, a
Solar Storage Tank, a Solar Pump Station and all equipment was
pre-piped and wired on a common structural steel skid for easy
delivery and installation.
Savings
It is estimated that St. Francis High School will reduce their
dependence on natural gas by 60% with the installation of the
new solar heating system during their peak season when school
is in session. During the summer months that number increases
significantly with most of the hot water being generated from solar
energy.
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Installation of all components at St. Francis
High School located in Wheaton, Ill.
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